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 We deliver our keys instantly by email after payment! We're always happy to help you, feel free to email us or use our ticket
system if you have any questions about our store and services. What do I get with this key? You get the game for Mac OS X and

Windows PC. You can run the game at your personal computer. You can also give your CD key to your friend. What is the
Digital Version of Parkasaurus? The Digital Version of the game is the same as the Retail Version of the game, you can play it
at home. However, it's not a physical disc and will not give you the opportunity to save your game. Can I redeem this code on

Steam? Yes! You can redeem the CD Key on Steam. What is the retail version? The retail version gives you the opportunity to
save your game. You will receive a physical disc on which you can save your game and you will be able to play the game on your

personal computer. How do I get my CD Key? The key will be sent to your email address you have on file, if you have not
provided one, you will receive a physical mail. What's the price of the CD Key? The price is 19,95 € Is there a way to get a

reduced price? Yes! We offer a 10% discount for students and free accounts. Just add'student' or'student10' to your order. Does
the CD Key work on Steam? Yes! You can use your game key on Steam. Can I use the CD Key on another platform? No, the

CD Key is only valid for Parkasaurus Steam. What is the difference between the retail version and the digital version? The
digital version is a virtual version of the game, meaning that you can run the game at your personal computer, you don't need a
physical disc to play the game. You can get rid of the CD key, you don't need it anymore. The retail version is a physical disc

that gives you the opportunity to save your game. You can play the game on your personal computer. How do I redeem my key
on Steam? You will find a 'Enter your CD Key' button under the tab 'My Games' on the left side of the steam 82157476af
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